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Inception of Our Journey
Its’ no secret that during the processing of a visa-submission, even
a minor error could prove costly; lead to long delays, or at times,
even destroy one’s immigration dream eternally, leave aside the
ensuing disappointment it could eventually lead to. At Celestial
Globe Ltd, we value the valuable investment of time, efforts &
funds that you make even as we do our best to guarantee that your
specific case is presented in the best possible way, before the
concerned immigration bodies, to reduce the visa-submission
mistakes, if any.

About Us
We would like to introduce ourselves as a
professionally managed company promoted and
managed by Mr Micheal Chimbwanda Ex-Immigration
Officer from Immigration of Zimbabwe. Way To
Celestial Globe Ltd is a famed & trusted immigration
& visa consultation consultancy which started its
operations way back in the years with an object to
help the common immigration & visa aspirants, and
guide them navigate through the choppy and difficult
visa-submission procedure, in a better and fruitful
manner.

Our Market Reach

Our head oﬀice is located at Suite 5, 1st Floor Grayhurst
Building, Cnr 4th / N.Mandela, Harare, Zimbabwe.
Celestial Globe has already put the hard work in for you.
If you are investigating the various pathways for
Schengen and other Visa, we already have the
connections, experience and expertise for helping you
understand and completing your Travel plan.

Mission

We aim to be the most
recognized immigration
service
provider
in
Zimbabwe, who is fully
committed to integrity and
reliability values in all the
services we provide.

Our company's mission is
to provide high quality
immigration services and
anticipate the needs of
both our existing and
potential clients.

Ourobjectiveisa
composition of complex
elements which we want to
achieve in our work i.e.
customer satisfaction, best
services in the industry, to
holdtheprominent
position in theindustry.

What We Do
There is a comprehensive range of services which are being oﬀered by
Celestial Globe which are asfollows:

Application for the Critical Visa
The critical skills Visa is designed to attract highly skilled personal into
South Africa. It is possible for one to have this Visa without having a
Job, and you will be allowed to look for employment in South Africa
while having the Critical skills Visa. For more information, we also
give unpaid advice to our clients and potential clients for future.

Student Visa
One of our areas of expertise is the South African student visa
wherein we ﬁrst look into the students score which is
mandatory. Consequently, we look into the area of interest of the
student and the institution that matches the requirement of the
student. To bring to the light, we have tie-ups with more than 70
academic and educational institutions global wide that ensures that
the students' needs are met. Our team of experts is constantly
making sure to deliver the quickest and smoothest process of visa
processing to the students with the successrateof85-90%.Toaddthe
extra beneﬁt, our corporate oﬀice in the capital city of Zimbabwe
ensures that the students receive post visa services with us such as
airport pick-up, accommodation services, work permit and many
more.

Immigration
Another area of expertise where the clients are satisﬁed is with the
transparent advice provided to them. With years of experience, we
ensure that no loopholes are being there in ﬁling your Permanent
Residency. Furthermore, we are into service of Temporary Resident
Visa, Spouse Dependent visa.

Schengen Visa
Our fraternity comprises of the Schengen countries such
as:
1) Germany
2) France
3) Norway
4) Netherlands
5) Switzerland
6) Italy
7) Spain
8) Sweden
9) Belgium
10) Portugal
11) Poland
12) Slovakia
13) Austria
14) Czech-Republic

15) Denmark
16) Estonia
17) Finland
18) Greece
19) Hungary
20) Iceland
21) Latvia
22) Liechtenstein
23) Lithuania
24) Luxemburg
25) Malta
26) Slovenia

Marketing Strategies
Our marketing strategies are a composition of all media platforms which
gives us the most optimum result. Our marketing resources include both
the traditional as well as the leading-edge mediums for making
sure that we don't lack anywhere. The tools that we use
comprise as such :
Newspapers
Radio
Outdoor
Educational fairs
Guest seminars
Leaﬂets
Brochures
Social Media Marketing
Search Engine Optimization
E-mailers
WhatsApp Promotion
SMS Campaigns
All these components add together to formulate the marketing strategythat
helps us generate leads and help us to engage with our clients and prospects
for maximum customer satisfaction.

Contact Details
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